
Controllers

E-touch Ⅱ-K E-touch compact Ⅱ
■Target Model ■ Target Model

HSA / TSXA HSA / TSXA / YAⅡ / SXB

IP44-compliant, durable model with large, highly 
visible monitor

Compact easy-to-hold model

■7.5-inch display
■Weight: 1.2 kg
■Handheld controller
■One enable switch
■SD card

10.4-inch Big Screen
This controller features a big 10.4-inch display 
that contributes to good operability.

Lightweight & Compact
The lightweight, com-
pact controller only 
weighs 1.2 kg and is 
as small as 7.5 inch-
es.

Lead Through Teaching
Operators can add take-out robot motion while 
going through one-cycle operation of motion 
points and timers just like when teaching. This 
function gives operators the ability to add posi-
tions and teach motions to the robot.

ECO Vacuum®
This function monitors the suction pressure, 
and when taking out a product, shuts off the 
suction circuit once the suction pressure has 
stabilized. By turning off suction while the con-
tact surface is sealed by vacuum, suction can 
be maintained without using any air, which con-
tributes to reduced air consumption.

Production Monitor
When the operator inputs the planned produc-
tion quantity, this function displays the remain-
ing number of products to be produced, remain-
ing time, and achievement percentage.
Optionally, the operator can be alerted by a 
buzzer when operation stops at the completion 
of production or before the completion of the 
planned production.

Interpolated Motion
This function controls the arm motion so that 
when two or three axes are moved at the same 
time, the tip of the arm’s trajectory is straight.
This makes teaching gate cutting easy.

Communications with Molding 
Machine (Option)
Communication between the take-out robot and 
molding machine enables automatic changing 
of the data used by the take-out robot to con-
form with the mold and data used by the mold-
ing machine.
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■10.4-inch display
■Weight: 1.4 kg
■ Handheld controller + CPU box
■Two enable switches
■ Servo ON button
(CPU box side)
■ Auto/Manual mode switching
key (CPU box side)
■CF memory card
■LAN port

Optimal Operation Control
This function automatically adjusts the speed 
and timers to their optimal values according to 
cycle and conditions.
・R operation
The arm simultaneously descends and moves 
forward during take-out operation. Adjust-
ments are made easy by simply specifying
the linear travel distance in relation to the
mold.

・ECO mode
This mode automatically adjusts the traverse
travel speed to meet the molding cycle re-
quirements while minimizing power consump-
tion.

・Timer Auto Tuning
This function monitors the suction pressure
during take-out operation and automatically
adjusts the timing of ejector order output and
retreat.
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